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Service Engine Soon Light FAQ:

1) Can the car be driven?
The general rule is: if the Service Engine Soon Light is on, and the car seems to be running o
If your vehicle is running poorly˙bucking, stalling, hesitating, or you just don´t feel safe,
2) The check engine light went out by itself. Is it ok now?
Probably not. Check Engine Lights often come and go. Even if the light is out, your vehicle´s
3) My check engine light stays on. What should I do?
If your check engine light stays on constantly, follow the instructions above, under ˆCan the

4) Can I disconnect the battery, or pull a fuse to reset the service engine soon light?
Maybe, but I wouldn´t. Removing the battery cable or an ECM or PCM fuse may clear the code, bu

5) What is the Check Engine Light?
The Check Engine Light is a warning light for multiple systems operating in your vehicle. In s
6) How to Reset Check Engine Light?
This is a great question! I get it all the time. See the guide below.

Resetting Check Engine Light:
First, if your Check Engine Light is on, it´s on for a reason. The Check Engine Light indicate
Fault codes are critical for accurate diagnoses of the problem.

Sometimes the fault code points directly to a faulty component, allowing for a quick diagnoses

By resetting the Service Engine Soon Light, it erases important fault code data that turned th

Unfortunately, there is no "universally" accepted way to safely turn off a check engine light.

So whether it´s a Chevrolet Service Engine Soon Light, Camry Check Engine Light, Mighty Max Ch
Following is a Safe and FREE way for resetting check engine light codes.

Best Way to Reset Check Engine Light Codes:
If you´re not interested in diagnosing your truck, SUV or car Check Engine Light, or it´s alre

Note: European models are better off with a specialist, and some older vehicles may require mo

Here´s what to do:
Politely ask your local service center (ask a technician if you see one) if they could reset t

Tell the service representative that you understand fully, and that you appreciate his profess

Be genuine. Service representatives respond positively to sincerity. If the service center wan

Alternatively, some parts store such as NAPA and AutoZone will reset your check engine light f

IMPORTANT, check engine light repairs can be quite costly given their technical nature. Servic
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